ABSTRACT

Firstly, agents and agent functions need to be integrated into stateof-the art industrial marketplace platforms, Enterprise Information
and ERP systems. Secondly, for an agent-based marketplace to
thrive, additional facilitator services are required to provide
mechanisms that allow agents to find the marketplace, service,
product, or information they want (see [3]).

Matchmaking is the process of mediating demand and supply
based on profile information. Matchmaking plays a crucial role in
agent-based electronic marketplaces: the problem to be solved is
to find the most appropriate agents, products, or services for a
task, negotiation, or market transaction. Most real-world problems
require multidimensional matchmaking, i.e., the ability to
combine various dimensions of decision-making to define an
overall solution to a matchmaking problem, requiring the
interplay of multiple matchmaking algorithms. In addition, in
order to be applicable for real-world applications, the
matchmaking component must be easily integrated into standard
industrial marketplace platforms.

Demand and supply profiles in electronic marketplaces are often
complex (e.g., matching job profiles against applicant profiles)
and require multi-dimensional matchmaking. Often, a
combination of existing methods is adequate to deal with
different aspects of matchmaking.
Demand and supply information is distributed and
heterogeneous. Thus, distributed search and ontology mapping
may be required to achieve comparable profiles.

The work described in this work aims at deploying agent-based
matchmaking for industrial electronic business applications. The
main contributions of this work are the following: (i) we provide a
configurable framework called GRAPPA (Generic Request
Architecture for Passive Provider Agents) which is designed to be
adapted to electronic marketplace applications. Using GRAPPA,
system designers can easily specify demand and supply profiles as
XML objects; (ii) within GRAPPA we provide an extensible
library of matchmaking functions (building blocks) that can be
used for rapid development of matchmaking solutions that include
standard information retrieval algorithms.

Demand and supply profiles differ depending on the application
domain; also the underlying business logic to determine the
quality of a match (relevance functions) is very domain-specific
in part. The framework must support this variety.
We found that existing matchmaking approaches (see
[1],[2],[4],[6],[7],[9] and [10]) do not appropriately address these
requirements. Therefore, we designed and built a configurable
matchmaking framework called GRAPPA (Generic Request
Architecture for Passive Provider Agents) for electronic
marketplace applications.
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2. AGENT BASED MATCHMAKING

Matchmaking is not only a key task in multi-agent systems, it is
also a crucial function in industrial portals and on electronic
marketplaces. The provider who will enable the most effective
matches between demand and supply will gain a competitive
advantage and increase the acceptance and popularity of their
marketplaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic business is taking off, and autonomous agents are
likely to play an important role in the next generation of electronic
business systems. In these systems, electronic marketplaces will
be constructed where interactions and transactions that are today
carried out by humans (or by machines, based on simple EDI) will
be performed increasingly by software agents, acting on behalf of
humans or organizations. However, advancing today s agentbased marketplaces (e.g., [5]) to industrial applicability, is a long
way and will require a rich and secure infrastructure.

We understand matchmaking as a function which accepts as input
a set of offers (candidate profiles) and a request (centroid profile)
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and provides as output a ranked list of the k best offers with
respect to the request. Candidate and centroid profiles are
multidimensional objects possibly providing the service
description of agents. In GRAPPA the process of matchmaking is
referred to as a parallel computation of sub-relevance values for
each dimension of the candidate and the centroid profile where a
mapping maps atomic elements of the centroid to atomic elements
of the candidate on a domain-specific or generic relevance
function. Over all relevances are aggregated using aggregate
relevance functions. However, the requirements stated in Section
1 turn the development of generic solutions to this problem into a
challenge.
Figure 1. GRAPPA Matchmaking Framework.

3. THE GRAPPA MATCHMAKING
FRAMEWORK
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